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4530Island bench
Overall length to suit. 

Maximum support 
legs at 1250mm 

centres. Mitred into 
perimeter bench.

Hook rail (no hooks) 
and back rest extend 

to meet wall.

SHEET 3variset VZ range
wood slats jointing 
& fixing guides 
for seats running 
continuously along 
walls and complete 
room layouts

1 These layouts use standard length wood 
slats 1310mm, 1800mm, 2560mm long cut 
to length on site.

2 Check delivery note for numbers of frames 
and standard length wood slats.

3 Carefully read the layout drawing supplied. 
It shows frame positions and which 
standard length wood slats are to be cut 
in every position. Standard wood lengths 
are shown in [square brackets] on layout 
drawing.

4 Work out wood slat use.

5 Always use pre-radiussed slat ends at the 
end of each run. Butt joints on straight runs 
and mitres for corners are shown below.

6 Finish butt joints and mitres with suitable 
lacquer.

7 Using the screws provided, fix the slats by 
screwing twice, from below, through the 
fixing plates.

8 Make sure the best face is fixed upwards.

pre-radiussed slats
Overhang 30mm from centre-line 
of the fixing plate at bench ends. 
Slats are fixed to the plate using 2 
off screws supplied.

wall projections
Wall projections that protrude
less than 100mm can be 
accommodated by trimming 
the rear slat during installation.

jointed slats
Jointed slats are cut to length 

on site and butt jointed with a 
square timber edge onto the 

fixing plate using 4 off screws per 
slat supplied. Ensure the top sides 

of both slats are perfectly level. 
Pack the underside if necessary.

outside mitred corners
Position legs 50mm in from corner to 
centre line of bracket. Note position of 
wall fixing bracket on the leg. Mitre the 
slats as shown. Ensure the top sides of 
both slats are perfectly level. Pack the 
underside if necessary. Fix the steel mitre 
plates as shown.

inside mitred corners
Position the two corner legs 

430mm from each wall. Mitre 
the slats as shown. Ensure 
the top sides of both slats 

are perfectly level. Pack the 
underside if necessary. Fix the 

steel mitre plates as shown.

variset benches, hooks, hangers & 
shelves for changing rooms & cloakrooms
variset® is designed by Royal Designer for 
Industry Kenneth Grange CBE, RDI
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